Welcome, Explorer! Get ready to discover extraordinary wildlife
from every continent on Earth at the Tennessee Aquarium!
As you journey from the mountains to the sea, keep an eye out for
some of the incredible animals featured on this activity sheet as
well as amazing habitats and natural wonders of the world! Here
are some fun activities to enjoy with your aquarium adventure.

Can you find the seven continents, four oceans and
map terms in this puzzle? The word might be up,
down or diagonal. How fast can you find them all?

AFRICA
ANTARCTICA
ARCTIC
ASIA
ATLANTIC
AUSTRALIA
CONTINENT
EQUATOR
EUROPE
HEMISPHERE
INDIAN
LATITUDE
LONGITUDE
MERIDIAN
NORTH AMERICA
PACIFIC
POLE
SOUTH AMERICA

WORLD WONDERS
The world is full of wonders...including incredible habitats!
Draw a line from each habitat to the continent where it is
found. Have you been to any of these wild wonders?

Mount Everest

1

A

Africa

Amazon Rainforest

2

B

Antarctica

Everglades

3

C

Asia

Giant’s Causeway

4

D

Australia

Great Barrier Reef

5

E

Europe

Weddell Sea

6

F

North America

Nile River

7

G

South America

You did a wonder-ful job if you matched: 1-C, 2-G, 3-F, 4-E, 5-D, 6-B, 7-A

WORD
FIND

DID YOU KNOW?
Jellyfish are globe trotters and found all over the world,
from surface waters to the deep sea! Most jellyfish are
marine animals, although a few hydromedusae inhabit
freshwater. Some are transparent and tricky to spot,
like the Sea Walnut; others like the Pacific
Sea Nettle display radiant colors.
Use your imagination to color
your very own jellyfish!

LOL!

What is a sea turtle’s
favorite sandwich?
Peanut butter and jellyfish!

*

SEPTEMBER
ANTARCTICA

APRIL
SOUTH
AMERICA

Stickers are available in River Journey Gift Shop while supplies last.

River Journey
Discovery Hall

POISON DART ____

In the wild, the
diet of these colorful
amphibians enables
them to secrete toxins
through their skin.

River Journey
Cove Forest

NORTH AMERICAN
_____ _____

This furry mammal
is the largest member
of the weasel family.

MARCH
NORTH
AMERICA

Ocean Journey
[Level 2]

MACARONI
_______

This bird’s
common name comes
from the yellow
feathers on its head.

JUNE
AFRICA

AUGUST
EUROPE

Prepare to travel light, as you can explore the
world with us! Each month, we will highlight one
of the seven continents. Can you identify the
animals from each continent? What other animals
can you find? Celebrate your world travels by
collecting all seven stickers* for this passport.

Welcome, Explorer!

Ocean Journey
Tropical Cove

RING-TAILED
_____

This limber mammal
has a striped tail and
is endemic to Madagascar.

MAY
ASIA

River Journey
Rivers of the World

RUSSIAN
________

This rare fish has
a diamond-shaped
pattern on its sides.

JULY
AUSTRALIA

River Journey
Rivers of the World

PIGNOSED
______

This freshwater
reptile has paddle-like
feet and a notable snout.

Ocean Journey
Boneless Beauties

GIANT JAPANESE
______ ____

This crustacean
has the largest leg
span of its species.

